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Changes Product Teams Should
Make Now to Consistently Launch
Products Customers Love

Based on findings from the

Introduction
EVERY PRODUCT TEAM FACES CHALLENGES LAUNCHING PRODUCTS THEIR
CUSTOMERS WILL LOVE.
Product groups are pressured to consistently create greater revenue for their organization. As a result, projects
are high-stakes and producing consistent results is the expectation the C-suite has for product leaders.
The RPM Experience equips groups to consistently launch products customers love. We’ve run The Rapid
Product Mastery (RPM) Experience for teams at organizations big and small, including Motorola, Panasonic,
Colgate-Palmolive, EnerSys, HAAS, SanpAV and others. Participants are challenged with an effective cycle of
individual work and group application to real projects.
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As the participants make progress, our expert facilitators are taking notes.
At the end of the experience we transform those notes into a customized Next Steps Report. It highlights
specific recommendations to:

✓ Improve performance
✓ Generate higher revenue
✓ Create more value for customers

NEXT ARE THE 5 RECOMMENDATIONS WE MOST FREQUENTLY ENCOUNTER.
These are generalized while actual Next Steps Reports are specific to what is discovered during your
RPM Experience. Regardless, these recommendations can put your team on the right track to producing
better products.
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Lead with the Problem,
Not the Solution

BEGIN CREATING A CUSTOMER FOCUS AND SHIFTING CULTURE BY ASKING
EMPLOYEES TO REFRAME HOW THEY DESCRIBE THEIR WORK.
The more they lead with the problem they solve, not the activity they do, the better. For example, a software
engineer is working on a machine learning system to suggest supplements based on a person’s blood test. She
describes her work as advanced AI programming. This is her activity.
Instead, she can reframe the work she does in terms of the problem solved. “When people improve their
health, they live fuller lives and reduce strain on our medical system. I help make that possible by creating an
AI system that tailors medical recommendations based on blood analysis.” Note how the customer problem
becomes the lead.
Everyone involved with product work (and ideally, all employees in the organization), should describe their
work first in terms of the problem they solve.
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Start with
Strategy

ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY MUST INFLUENCE PRODUCT STRATEGY.
Frequently share organizational strategic objectives and the strategy they support. Try starting meetings
with a review of the current objectives for the year or quarter. Then ask for examples of how product
decisions support strategic objectives. Do this frequently. Although it will feel repetitive, team members need
to frequently hear the organization’s strategy to understand how their work impacts the overall organization.
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Engage
Customers

IT IS COMMON FOR AN RPM EXPERIENCE PARTICIPANT TO PROVIDE AN
EXAMPLE OF AN OBSERVATION OR DISCUSSION WITH A CUSTOMER THAT
LED TO UNDERSTANDING AN UNMET NEED OR AN INSIGHT FOR IMPROVING
A PRODUCT OR CREATING A NEW PRODUCT.
But many organizations don’t create pathways for product professionals to engage with the customers they are
creating products for. Encourage product professionals to frequently have such interactions with customers.
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Share HighValue Resources

RESOURCES WITH INSIGHTS ABOUT CUSTOMERS, TECHNOLOGY TRENDS,
INDUSTRY CHANGES AND MORE ALREADY EXIST IN THE ORGANIZATION BUT
ARE NOT BEING USED.
Often specifics are identified during an RPM Experience. For example, field reports that are created after Sales
or Professional Services meet with customers or market insight research reports created by a Marketing or
Strategy group or purchased industry reports. Create a process for identifying the existence of these valuable
resources and providing it to product managers.
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5

Clarify the
Customers

B2B COMPANIES NEED TO STOP TALKING ABOUT THEIR CUSTOMER AND BEGIN
CLEARLY IDENTIFYING THE RELEVANT CUSTOMER ROLE.
B2B companies typically have a more complicated sales process with many roles in the buying process.
Even with a simpler sales process, customer can easily be misunderstood. As an example, in one RPM
Experience, we discovered one senior participant was using “customer” to refer to their distributors while
another senior participant was using “customer” to refer to architects for custom homes. Further, the end
user of the product was another role. Once the customer was clarified, decisions became much easier and
with less risk.
Create a common language around customers and their roles to ensure all team members are having the
same conversation.
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5 More Recommendations
OUR NEXT STEPS REPORTS INCLUDE EASIER TO IMPLEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
LIKE THOSE ABOVE.
In fact, many organizations like yours can make strides to implementing those today. But the Next Steps
report also includes additional recommendations that will be more challenging to implement.
These recommendations are presented with much less detail because the specifics are impacted by the
organization. Groups who undergo The RPM Experience are prepared and ready to take action in these areas.
The following recommendations require Product Management knowledge for background and context. If
they are unfamiliar to you or your organization it may be time to invest in some training.
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Portfolio
Management

Create a top-down portfolio approach with strategic buckets to guide project selection.
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Project
Selection

Define and communicate clear criteria for evaluating and selecting product projects.
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Do More
With Less

Take on fewer, more important projects. Too many projects delay revenue and burn out employees.
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Manage the
Product Lifecycle

THE RIGHT PROJECTS IN EACH STAGE OF THE PRODUCT LIFECYCLE RESULTS IN
OVERALL GREATER VALUE.
Create a product lifecycle bubble chart to analyze the current mix and share the analysis with the product group.
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Maximize the Benefit
of a Product Process

CLARIFY THE DOMINANT PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING PRODUCTS.
Teach it to everyone. Expect it to be used. Help people understand the “why” behind the steps so the
process can be smartly modified when necessary.
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BONUS

Source Your Own
Customer Data

MANY ORGANIZATIONS RELY TOO MUCH ON INPUT FROM SALES TO STEER
PRODUCT DECISIONS.
While a valid and important source of data, the product group must have its own sources as well.
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Your Next Step
TEAMS WHO GO THROUGH THE RPM EXPERIENCE ARE EQUIPPED TO WORK THROUGH
EACH OF THE STEPS PRESENTED IN THIS REPORT. IN FACT, SOME PRODUCT TEAM
LEADERS HAVE USED THE REPORT AS A ROADMAP FOR THEIR TEAM.

“Not only did we get great value from the RPM Experience,
we now feel like we have the tools to take the next step and
improve our performance. Chad and his team also produced
a report that gives us a tangible way forward to reach our
revenue objectives.”
— MICHAEL SHELLY

VP of Product Management

If you are ready to equip your product team to consistently launch products your customers love then let’s
discuss how the RPM Experience can benefit your group. After your experience you’ll have a team who are
masters of the product development process and who collaborate to quickly develop the right products.
Plus, you’ll get your own Next Steps for your team!

Schedule a time to talk at this link:

www.productmasterynow.com/talk
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